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Reanalysis of "Dilute Random-Field Ising Models and Uniform-Field
Antiferromagnets"
Abstract
The susceptibility series presented by Aharony, Harris, and Meir [Phys. Rev. B 32 3203 (1985)] for the
random-field Ising model and dilute antiferromagnet in a field are reanalyzed. This reanalysis utilizes
improved methods of power-series analysis, more recent pc estimates, and a redefined constant term. We
also invoke updated exponent estimates for comparison with our results, and find that new estimates of γ
for the two models are consistent with each other and with the scaling value from the literature
estimates.
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series presented by Aharony, Harris, and Meir [Phys. Rev. 8 32, 3203
Ising model and dilute antiferromagnet
in a field are reanalyzed.
This reanalysis utilizes improved methods of power-series analysis, more recent p, estimates, and a
redefined constant term. We also invoke updated exponent estimates for comparison with our results, and find that new estimates of y for the two models are consistent with each other and with
the scaling value from the literature estimates.

The susceptibility

(1985)I for the random-field

Harris, and Meir' discussed the dilute
Aharony,
random-field
Ising model (RFIM) and dilute antiferromagnet in uniform field (DAFF) for general dimension,
presenting an exact solution on the Cayley tree, field
theoretic arguments near and above six dimensions, and
While exact results show
series for general dimension.
that these models do not have the same critical behavior at
d 1, they do in the Cayley tree, and Aharony, Harris,
and Meir presented scaling arguments to show that this
equivalence should extend down to d 2. Their series
analysis, however, did not seem to support the extension of
this equivalence to d 2, since they found y 0.7 (RFIM)
and y 1.25 (DAFF), where y is the critical exponent of
the susceptibility X,

z-(p, —p)

both series that uses improved methods of series analysis,
allowin~ both for the effect of nonanalytic corrections to
scaling, and for the fact that the exponent y is expected to
be zero at d 6 and is small for d & 4. We also use the
latest p, estimates3 for bond percolation for d 3, and
more recent literature values of the percolation exponents
y~ (Ref. 4) and Pu (Ref. 5) for purposes of comparison.
We study the series for the susceptibility
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In the present Brief Report we report on a reanalysis
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The coefficients Akt are given in Ref. 1. We note that Ref.
I considered the series with an additional constant term,

y estimates for

d & 6.
Method

yRFIM

(Ref. 4)

'+

0.37 + 0.05
0.37+ 0.05
0.25 +' 0.05
0.48 +' 0.05
0.48 +' 0.05
0.48 +' 0.05
0.35 +' 0.05
0.67 +' 0.03
0.66+' 0.03
0.66+ 0.03
0.70+ 0. 10
0.90+ 0. 15
0.95+ 0. 15
o.so ~ o.osb

0.38+' 0.5
0.32 +' 0.05
0. 18 +' 0.05
0.48+ 0.05
0.48+ 0.05
0.48 +' 0.05
0.40+ 0.05
0.735 + 0.015
0.725 + 0.05
0.67+ 0.05
0.84+ 0. 15
1.20+ 0. 15
1.16+' 0. 15
1.20+ 0.4

DA, X

DAg
AMP

Iig"'

DAg
AMP II,X
DA, Z'
AMP Ilg"'

DAg
AMP
AMP
DA, g'

DAg
AMP
DA, Z

lip

Ig'
Iig'

The technique that we believe is most reliable for the chosen dimension.
The exact result is 2.
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i.e., studied I+X(d,p), but both in order to reproduce the
exact results at d 1 and for consistency with the susceptibility definition this constant is unnecessary and retards
convergence, and we analyze X(d,p ) as defined above.
We use several different methods of Padh-based
analysis. First, we repeat the differential approximant
(DA) analysis of Ref. 1, and in addition study differential
approximants to Z.
While providing the best possible fit to the form
(p, —
p) ", the DA analysis is equivalent to assuming
a 0 in Eq. (la). Thus we also use two methods that allow for the effect of confluent corrections to scaling
(a e0) 2 s and assume that d, l takes the same value here as
for usual percolation. s The method used for all d &6
(Ref. 2) is a generalized Roskies transform and is denoted
here by AMP II. The methods used for d 3 is good when
1 and is denoted here by AMP I. For the higher dihi

The technique that is believed to be the most reliable for
each dimension is indicated. For 3~d ~5 the results of
the most reliable method agree with the literature estimate
to within + 0.02 in all cases, and yRFtM = yn~FF to within
the accuracy of the estimates. For d =2 the results of
AMP II are marginally better than those from DA. The
higher than that of Ref. 1.
yRF~M estimate is substantially
Both yttFtM and yn~FF are now much closer to the scaling
value (y~ —
P~)/2.
We have also studied the logarithmic corrections at
d 6. Here we studied Z with the Adler and Privman
found
and
1.21 & znpFF & 1.45
method
and
1.21(zttFtM & 1.33 as p, was varied from 0.0936 to
0.0946, in agreement with the predicted 9/7.

mensions we study

new

—

instead of Z, convergence being much improved since
Pade-based methods seem to be able to estimate exponents
of order 2 better than exponents that are close to zero.
We quote results for d
in Table I (which updates
Table I of Ref. 1). We compare the calculated values with
—
(yz Pz)/2 from literature values of y~ (Ref. 4) and P~.
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